
INSTRUCTION MANUAL



OUR HISTORY

Forge & Foster was founded in 2016 by Entrepre-
neur Steve Allen in London, UK. Inspired by a 
personal frustration with overpriced watches, he 
decided to build an online brand selling 
direct-to-consumer, thereby reducing the costs and 
maintaining quality for a fair price. 

Our mission from Day 1 is to create bold statement 
pieces that are inspired by those who are driven 
and create their own paths - the innovators, 
entrepreneurs, dreamers, and creators in the 
world, and our designs are a re�ection of this spirit. 

Above all else, we wish to inspire you and wear 
our products with pride.



OUR VISION

Forge & Foster’s ethos is built upon 3 key pillars:

#1 CREATE GREAT PRODUCT
Forge exceptional, well-priced products that can 

be fostered for any occasion. 

#2 DELIVER THE BEST EXPERIENCE
Focus on delivering the best experience for our 

customers & create an amazing community. 

#3 LIVE BOLD
Empower our community to be bold & live their 
best self possible and wear our products with 

pride.



FOLLOW US

@forgexfoster

@forgexfoster

Stay up to date with the community by following 
us on Instagram & Facebook:



SETUP YOUR WATCH
(AVANTIAN)

Pull the crown of the watch until you hear the �rst 
click & twist the crown counter-clockwise to 
adjust the sub dial on the right (Calendar Day).

The Avantian Series uses a Japanese quartz movement, which features 
3 sub-dials (Weekday, 24-Hour, Calendar Day).

Pull the crown to the second click to adjust the 
weekday and hour of day, as well as to select the 
desired time.

For video instruction, see:
forgeandfoster.com/help 
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SETUP YOUR WATCH
(AVANTIAN X)

To manually power the watch, twist the crown 
clockwise approximately 20 to 25 spins to 
achieve the desired power reserve. Alternative-
ly, the watch is powered by your kinetic energy, 
as it is an automatic movement. Day-to-day 
walking will keep the watch powered.

The Avantian X Series uses a 21-jewel automatic movement with a 
41-hour power reserve.

To adjust the time, simply pull the crown,  twist it 
to the appropriate time, & push the crown back 
into place.

For video instruction, see:
forgeandfoster.com/help 
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SETUP YOUR WATCH
(AVANTIAN II)

Pull the crown of watch until you hear the �rst 
click & rotate the crown clockwise to adjust the 
sub-dial on the right (Calendar Day).

The Avantian II Series uses a Japanese quartz movement, which 
features 3 sub dials & a date function (Calendar Day, 24-Hour, 

60-Second Chronograph)

Pull the crown to the second click to adjust the 
weekday and hour of day subdials, as well as to 
select the desired time. This is done by rotating 
the crown clockwise.

For video instruction, see:
forgeandfoster.com/help 
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To start/stop the chronograph function, push the 
top button & view the bottom sub-dial for the 
seconds. To reset, press the push the bottom 
button.
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YOUR WATCH STRAP

The Avantian I & II use a butter�y deployant clasp 
on the leather straps, which can be adjusted to 
your wrist size.
To adjust the strap, please perform the following instructions:

Press both ends of the bottom clasp to release 
the strap.
On the long strap, lift the buckle gently to open 
the lock, then slowly pull the bottom-end of the 
buckle to remove the metal notch from the hole in 
the leather strap, & slide it to the desired hole on 
the strap.
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Firmly press the metal notch into the hole, & close 
the buckle on the top.
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Put the watch on your wrist & connect the 
short-end strap back to its original position until 
you hear a locking sound. Finally, connect the 
long end strap to position whilst placing the strap 
securely in the belt loop.
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WARRANTY

Forge & Foster provides you with a 24 month 
guarantee from the date of purchase & covers 
manufacturing defects on the watch itself. The 
warranty does not cover the following:

If you have any questions, comments, feedback or 
concerns, we are here to help! You can e-mail us at: 

support@forgeandfoster.com 

For further inquiries regarding your warranty, 
email us at: support@forgeandfoster.com and 
provide us with your name and order details for 
reference.

1. Damages and/or malfunctioning of the watch
    after a 24 month period.
2. Damage to batteries and straps (wear & tear).
3. Damage due to improper usage (drop, shock
    water damage).
4. Interventions to the watch by buyer or third party.
5. Postage, insurance, & other non-repair expenses.



WWW.FORGEANDFOSTER.COM


